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Relationship Reading & Healing ~ “I was guided to Shenazz before i even contacted
her, somehow i had a question and stumbled upon her as my healer. And the journey began
she had revealed to me more than i could have imagined. Everything about me and my
partner was so true. At first, it was so hard for me to connect to her readings because i
wasn't ready to accept, But the more i focused the more i was able to release of the things
she asked me to. But today I look back and say that i have felt that just with one reading I
let go alot of the negativity and self sabotaging thoughts I have held on to from so long.
She is truly Gifted cause every time I get a reading done, she helps me heal from negative
patterns and habits which are blockage in our own lives. Every time i fall into negativity
which occurs at times still, I let her words speak to me. All is well Anne and All will be more
well. I give thanks that I was guided to a very Gifted Healer. She is a truly amazing healer
and my heartfelt Gratitude to her for helping me heal and her continuous healing sessions,
so i can live my best here. To live in Joy, peace and abundantly. This is my heartfelt
testimonial, it feels like i trust every word she tells me. :)” ~ Anne C, (Canada)
Mediumship ~ “I met up with Shenazz on one of my low days & as we sat for the session,
even before I could tell her how I was feeling. She started channelling some messages. She
described to me this energy which was in front of me, and she was being told that this
energy is very protective of me, loves fragrances, was in red, jovial & happy, had a blunt
hair cut, and was fair. And as she was mentioning these detailed descriptions, I knew it was
a deceased loved one of mine. I was thrilled to know that this energy revealed itself to her
and gave her a message for me to beware of some people in life that are about to enter.
Shenazz saw it protecting me with white light at that point in time. It was amazing purely
because the details that she gave were very specific like what the energy's likes and dislikes
on earth were when that energy was alive on earth. What amazed me most was after the
medium ship session got over, I suddenly realized that I had this deceased loves one's
picture in my wallet and when I removed it and showed it to Shenazz, Lo Behold! She was
wearing a Red Top in that pic, & gracefully smiling in her blunt hairstyle. Shenazz confirmed
it was the same face she saw from whom she got messages from me. I thanked the energy
for the guidance that was given to me as we ended the session.” ~ Sunny Bhambhani,
Mumbai, India.
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Home Manifestation ~ "Dear Shenazz, Want to thank u and ANGELS for giving support
and to sort out my problem regarding our Home buying. Shenazz as u told the deal will be
struck at particular rate and it was done exactly at that amount. It was just like a miracle
happening to us after so much of struggle going on in life. My deepest gratitude to ANGELS
and I think u r my ANGEL who came in my life and showed me the way. love and light."
~ Kavita Harlalka, Mumbai, India
Emotional Healing ~ "I heard about her from a friend and I decided to go and find out
who my guiding Angel was. Not only did I find out who it is but a lot more like things that I
knew but didn't want to open my eyes to. She started off by guiding me towards the Angels
and now Angels and they both are my support when I think I have nowhere to go. I
remember her words she wrote to me. That I'm reaching the tunnel end and will soon see
the light!! This makes me not give up. Sometimes I feel disconnected from her and them,
and simply can't concentrate. And then after calming myself down I see clearer how they
guide me. It’s a beautiful experience that you've taken me through Shenazz!!" ~ ♥ Princess
P, UAE (alias)
Aura Reading ~ “My Aura Photography Reading in Nov 2011 was quite an experience,
Shenazz told me things which have always been on my mind and some more for which I
needed guidance & implementation.
She told me that my guides were around my head area, which is true as I most often feel a
sensation around that space and have been confirmed this by my guides too. Apart from
that what I was shocked to hear a message from her, That I need to be more lovingly
Assertive in my actions and words. This was told to me a few days back via a Divine
message. I am not a person who is very assertive, but after the reading have started
practising to be one. Another revelation was the gateway around my third eye, being tuned
myself to the other world; She showed me the area which looked like wings/gateway around
my third eye. It was very prominent in the Aura photography. Also the layer of emotional
guilt that I needed to release from this lifetime and from my past lifetimes was shown to me
too. What was most interesting was she saw people trying to attack me psychically around
my aura space, and thank fully warned me against them & her descriptions regarding them
were bang on right. She also mentioned to me a deceased energy that wanted to
communicate with me, as she saw that energy in my auric field. And again her description of
that energy was someone with whom I had interacted earlier also. She guided me through it
correctly and also told me about some more imbalances in my certain chakras like the root
and solar. What the reading also did was it unearthed a lot of emotions that were rooted
deep within me and those that I didn’t want to confront. By bringing them to the surface
and making me aware of it, I could now know the reasons to why they existed and work
around it to heal them completely.
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Since then have been following her instructions and guidance, and must say feel more at
calm and ease. Have done some guided meditations to balance the imbalances that the aura
photography showed me and thankfully my soul now feels calmer and sorted. ~ Sunny
Bhambhani, Mumbai, India.
Emotional & Physical Healing ~ Thank u dear God for giving me such a lovely soul & a
blessed healer Shenazz. I met her when I needed her the most, it’s almost more than a year
now, and here I am better each day with a great job, health & calmness. I have no words to
tell about my healing sessions, a person like me with no patience became the one with
patience & trust in the Divine flow. She healed me to a large extent and the last leg of
healing is still on. Her healings for me is not just physical but emotional & spiritual as well
and this journey is marvellous. I have experienced many a things during my sessions & each
session I feel more channels within me opening up. One must visit & meet my healer for all
above and more, and experience it by themselves. All I can say is she is a very soft, clear,
and kind person and “SHIFA” is in her hands, she is my healer, guide, my DOCTOR…
I pray to God for my darling healer, my guide Shenazz and her family to shower his
blessings, love happiness, light and everything she ever needs in her life, be blessed always.
Love light, hugs and blessing for u as always darling Shenazz. ~ Armaan Afridi, Mumbai,
India.
Angel Reading ~ “I just wanted to say thank you to Shenazz for a wonderful, spot-on
reading. I try SO hard to be positive all the time, my husband laughs at me as that's my
motto - "Be positive, good things will happen" Everything she said makes sense and is
related to what’s going on in my life now. I do talk to my angels and I do believe in fairies, I
always say when the time is right things will happen, even if you have to wait a while, you
just have to believe!! Thank you SO much Shenazz xxx Do NOT hesitate to go to Shenazz
for a reading as she really was spot on ♥” ~ Jane Canty
Weight Loss Healing ~ “I just wanted to take a moment to say how Shenazz has
impacted my weight loss journey. Inspirational, amazing affirmations, releasing of old debris
& blockages, bringing inner peace and weight loss to your bodies ask Shenazz for her
weight loss and blockage removal healing and you are sure to get results from the program.
Sing along with the Angels and they will give you support and courage to fill all your voids
with healing light. I am already 15llbs lighter, I am on a roll. My blood pressure is already
down to 121 over 72 which is terrific, so my heart is loving this as well. Take the first step
into your new journey and your new Look and be lighter in body and spirit. Shenazz is a
wonderful, caring and passionate healer an Earth Angel ready to help you, so no hesitation
is needed she will help you get the results you deeply desire. You have been an inspiration
to my soul and my spirit just delights in your sincerity, love and peaceful nature. Your
openness to help others creates a bridge from heaven to each soul bringing them closer to
their true divine selves surrounding them in protection, peace and love.
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Blessings my Angel friend and May the Angels shine their love on you always and bring you
great gifts. Blessings, love & light to all! Anna xoxo” ~ Anna Domotor, Canada (Weight
Loss Healing)
Physical Ailment Healing ~ “Dear Shenazz, Thanks to your Angels & You, the positive
and miraculous news that came a few days ago regarding my mother in law's recovery from
Cancer, makes us all so much more grateful and firm in our faith in God and the Angels. The
healing sessions you have done on her over the past few months have given her immense
strength, practically a personality change to a great extent. And with this great news of her
healing, her faith has increased multifold. Just like in the MRI room, even during this PET
scan, she thought of you and prayed to the Angels, and her worry and shivering were
instantly gone. The way the past few days, you have been communicating channelled
messages to me at the same time as I/family have been pondering upon that very same
thought at that moment. Almost like the answer came the same time as the question. Your
house healing / cleansing session has also improved the vibes of my home and beautified it.
We pray that you always remain pure in your mission to help mankind, successful in
channelling spirituality and healing into the people of the world. God Bless, Jai Baba, Amen
:) ~ Prashaant Kumar, Mumbai, India
Physical Ailment & Emotional Healing ~ “I had heard a million times that God does
everything for a reason. I experienced it over the last few months. The angels were calling
me. I met Shenazz for the 1st time through a cousin who even she didn't know existed, at
the time when I needed Gods’ help the most and was praying hard for my Mother to survive
because with all that we did for her, we didn't know what had caused her to be in semi
coma for 3 weeks. Kept the faith! Prayed to the Angels as guided by Shenazz while she
continued Personal Healings for Mom. Finally got my mother back home & the Most Amazing
part that awakened me to this whole phenomenon was the details that Shenazz gave about
Moms condition & Mom seeing & recognizing Shenazz as the “friend who was praying on
her” when she met her post gaining consciousness, even without meeting her before. Thank
you Shenazz for healing my mom and asking the Angels to help me & my family too in
keeping the faith! Curious about experiencing the magic, I attended the weekend workshop
on 30th April and 1st May. My faith was reinstated! Felt changed, so Asked the angels to
show me they care, they did, wanted them to give me a sign they were listening to me and
were around, soon I saw a white feather on my window within an hour..Thank you Angels!!
Looking forward to a new and Empowered, Improved Me. Thank u dear Shenazz for just
being there for me. Much love” ~ Pooja Sunil Behl, Mumbai, India
	
  
Angel Reading ~ I regularly do readings with Shenazz & once she called to give me a
channelled message which said, “All will be well and no one can harm anyone of you.
And I should stop all worries.” I had been going through an exceptional bad spell in my
relationship and my whole family is shifted to Mumbai and the extreme stress was killing
me. I was having constant migraines and there were too many loose ends which refused to
seal.
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This was increasing my anxiety and I was constantly praying for release from stress.
Shenazz sent me the affirmation to do for the message she got, and by the end of the day I
was feeling calmer and definitely at peace. Next day suddenly 2 of the news I was hoping
for came through. Happy Tidings. My husband also suggested we take a weekend holiday
and along with my kids, we had a very peaceful happy weekend. What a burden off my
shoulders. Almost every day I get a sign from the Angels that they are watching over me
and I am convinced that the affirmations & prayers are making me a better and a more
confident person. My counsellor too was surprised as she	
  noticed and acknowledged that I
have become more confident and I have more control over my emotions. I don’t cry very
easily anymore and I am able to deal with nasty people in a very calm and brave manner &
don’t think I will need a counsellor anymore.
Love the angels and Thanks to them Life is suddenly worth living. Thanks to Shenazz for
introducing me to the lovely Angels. Shenazz is my own Sparkling Guardian Angel. God
Bless. ~ Simin Mckinns, Expat, Mumbai, India
Physical Ailment Healing ~ "Dear Shenazz, I wanted to thank you profusely for the
positive healing you have brought upon my mother in law, and in many ways, my life. You
very well know that she is going through a major test, as are we all with her, in her
advanced stage of cancer. She and all of us are witness to the power of your Angel
therapy, Reiki and meditation. She feels incomplete without your weekly visit. You have
helped her pour her heart out through your sessions, which, as you said is one of the causes
of her illness (suppression). It's now been a month and she is recovering, healing, both
physically and spiritually. Three days ago she experienced a major bout of back pain which
triggered even the cancer specialist to prescribe an MRI of the lower back.
Your healing session that night empowered my mother in law to the point where the pain
was gone in the morning sans painkiller, and the MRI has relieved us to a great extent too.
To add to that miracle, just this morning you told me not to worry about her Sonography
results, and that the MRI will all go well, within an hour, my wife came into the bathroom
while I was showering to tell me that the doctor said the cancer is clearing, the
inflammation is less, she is responding well. :)))
My father in law called to tell me the biggest miracle he heard & saw that Mom in law who is
a claustrophobic & can’t be peaceful in an MRI not only went through the whole thing, but
came out screaming with Joy, saying that she saw you present with her while inside the
MRI, praying upon her. We just smiled & comforted her & thanked the Angels for all that is
being done for her. May God give you the strength and light to continue to help people, may
God and your Guardian Angels always bless you with great health, wealth, happiness and
divine light." ~ Prashant Kumar, Mumbai, India.
Angel Reading ~ I am Suzanne from NYC, married to an Indian and I'd like to share my
lovely angel intervention experiences, via my own sparkling angel Shenazz who I’ve been
taking guidance from since sometime. One morning last month, Shenazz sent me a
message, asking me to take extra care of my gold.
I am a person who is not very fond of collecting or wearing much gold but yet, Shenazz's
warning definitely shook me up and I locked away even the remaining small amount of gold
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I had with me. Roughly about 10 days after the first message regarding the gold; Gold
actually came my way, when my husband returned from a Business trip to UAE. There he
picked up a set of beautiful gold bracelets for me. I was shocked. This was the first time my
husband had bought something that expensive for me. It was just the Angels way of
informing me about my windfall :)) and to take care of it. With several such messages
through my readings & otherwise, I now await to hear if Shenazz has more messages for
me. ~ Suzanne Berth, Bangalore, India
Manifestation Healing ~ "Hi Shenazz, finally reached Columbus. Just wanted to thank
you for your support and guidance in helping me keep the faith. Getting my passport back in
time was truly a miracle. Thank you and thank you Angels. Lots of love." ~ Sangeena
Sharma - Mumbai, India
Angel Reading ~ “We hear the lines Guardian Angels, Earth Angels, "Sparking Angels"
came to me just like that. Sometimes we don’t know what troubles us deep down. Would
like to tell you how Shenazz and her healing helped me find the way to dormant seeds of
discomfort and pain, finally helping me with Forgiveness towards myself and ones who hurt
me. I feel free and at peace now. Thank u Shenazz for the guidance and for being my Earth
Angel. Many Thanks to my Angels & Divine Beings for bringing me to my Source. Much Love
and Light.” ~ Vibha Pahwa, New Delhi, India
************
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